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Ever wonder how simple plastic 

becomes your beautiful lawn? It all 

starts with white plastic pellets that act 

as the base material which are 

combined with green pellets that hold 

the colors, U.V. stabilizers and 

additives.

Equipment melts the plastic together 

and extrudes it through a perforated 

steel plate. The strands exit the steel 

plate into a trough of water which 

solidifies the synthetic grass mixture. A 

machine pulls the strands through a 

1. How synthetic grass is made
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large pulley and keeps them separated 

while they move on to the next station. 

Rollers stretch the strands until they 

become as thin as real grass. Spools 

hold the synthetic grass strands. Once 

a spool has been filled, different color 

strands are woven together to form 

multiple synthetic yarns. The yarn is 

prevented from slackening by traveling 

through guides while it is wound 

around a giant spool.

Mesh fabric merges with synthetic 

sheeting while the synthetic yarn 

travels through a tubing to a tufting 

machine. A tufting machine is like a 

giant sewing machine and contains 

over 200 needles to hook the yarn 

through the sheeting.

While the turf is being tufted, small 

knives underneath cut the ends to 

make the yarn appear like grass blades. 

The backing is moved to a coating 

roller which picks up adhesive to apply 

to the turf’s backing.

The adhesive is dried in both open air 

as well as an enclosed setting. As the 

turf exits the drying, hot pins burn holes 

into the turf for drainage.

After undergoing multiple inspection 

points, including measuring the turf 

fiber length and minor trimming, the 

turf is moved to a device that simulates 

football cleats to affirm the turf’s 

durability.

This comprehensive video featured on 

the Discovery Channel’s hit show “How Got questions, or want a free sample? �
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5. The turf roll is measured 

according to your specifications

6. The turf roll is cut with an AccuCut 

The roll is either shipped or placed in 

your truck, car, wagon, airplane…but we 

don’t recommend skateboards, 

scooters or pogo sticks.

49. How SGW Synthetic Grass is Packaged 

For more than a decade, Synthetic 

Grass Warehouse has played an 

integral part in the artificial turf industry. 

By supplying North America with the 

latest in synthetic turf technology via 

TigerTurf and Everlast Turf brands 

along with unbeatable customer 

service as well as a knowledgeable 

staff, SGW services the entire North 

American continent. SGW has opened 

up multiple locations across the U.S. 

and Canada in order to better serve 

customers across the continent. As the 

exclusive distributor for TigerTurf, SGW 

supplies only top quality products 

50. Why SGW

Oval FiberOval FiberOval FiberOval Fiber

Turfs that have 

oval shaped fibers 

are commonly 

found in many 

different 

landscape 

installations. These 

fibers feel soft to 

the touch while 

still maintaining 

durability.

Diamond Diamond Diamond Diamond 
De-Lustered De-Lustered De-Lustered De-Lustered 
FiberFiberFiberFiber

Synthetic turf that 

features a 

diamond de-

lustered shape 

maintains a soft 

but sturdier feel. It 

works ideally as a 

Power Power Power Power 
BroomBroomBroomBroom

A stiff bristled 

broom used to 

fluff turf back to its 

original state.

Plate Plate Plate Plate 
CompactorCompactorCompactorCompactor

A machine used to 

compact the 

surface of 

decomposed 

granite or base 

rock.

Water RollerWater RollerWater RollerWater Roller

This tool is used to 

smooth a putting 

green or increase 

the ball speed. It is 

a lawn roller filled 

with water.

Got questions, or want a free sample? �
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edges to provide excess turf necessary 

for tucking. If there are doubts, cut the 

turf fatter than estimated as it can be 

trimmed later. Use a seaming tool to 

seam edges together. Cut the seams in 

an S-shape to avoid the turf pushing 

up. Install nails ever six inches along 

the edges and drive them ¾ of the way 

polyurethane backing and each 

individual blade is designed to 

handle large amounts of foot 

traffic. Feel free to play all kinds of 

activities on your synthetic grass.

9. Looks beautiful: Synthetic grass 

always appears perfectly 

groomed and remains green year 

friendliness. “CoolGrass” technology is 

focused on the surface temperature of 

their products through light reflective 

technology.

Mattex:Mattex:Mattex:Mattex: Based out of the Jeddah, 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. In the present 

day, Mattex has two facilities, one in 

landscape grass 

for commercial 

and residential 

areas.

Vista FiberVista FiberVista FiberVista Fiber

Shaped like the 

letter ‘V,’ the Vista 

blade creates a 

more durable and 

strong feel and 

allows for the turf, 

as a whole, to have 

stronger durability.

3D “W” Fiber3D “W” Fiber3D “W” Fiber3D “W” Fiber

The 3D ‘W’ fiber is 

a strong fiber that 

can withstand 

large amounts of 

pressure and helps 

the turf, as a 

whole, bounce 

back to its original 

state. The blade 

offers multiple 

support points 

which allows for 

greater durability 

and a “memory” 

effect. The turf will 

bounce back to its 

original state, 

despite the 

surface weight.

Super Super Super Super 
Seamer Seamer Seamer Seamer 

ToolToolToolToolTMTMTMTM

This S-shaped tool 

creates a smooth 

surface that makes 

turf easy to seam 

pieces together. It 

alleviates the 

common synthetic 

turf “Mohawk 

effect” in four easy 

steps.

Got questions, or want a free sample? �
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7. Tucking Turf:7. Tucking Turf:7. Tucking Turf:7. Tucking Turf:

Hide the edges of your turf against the 

hardscape by using a metal bar known 

as a “wonder bar.”

8. Apply Infill:8. Apply Infill:8. Apply Infill:8. Apply Infill:

9. Final Groom:9. Final Groom:9. Final Groom:9. Final Groom:

Flattened Flattened Flattened Flattened 
Oval with Oval with Oval with Oval with 
Spine FiberSpine FiberSpine FiberSpine Fiber

The Flattened Oval 

with Spine turf 

fiber gives turf a 

realistic 

appearance and 

creates a stronger 

blade core.

Omega FiberOmega FiberOmega FiberOmega Fiber

The omega blade 

shape can be 

found most often 

in pet turfs as well 

as shorter pile 

heights.

Mini “C” Mini “C” Mini “C” Mini “C” 
Shaped Shaped Shaped Shaped 
FiberFiberFiberFiber

The Mini C-shaped 

blade gives the 

turf a natural look 

and helps the 

synthetic grass 

feel soft to the 

touch. This blade 

shape can be 

applied on any 

installation, 

however, it is most 

commonly found 

on residential and 

commercial 
Got questions, or want a free sample? �
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property 

landscapes.

Mini “W” Mini “W” Mini “W” Mini “W” 
Shaped Shaped Shaped Shaped 
FiberFiberFiberFiber

Shaped like the 

letter ‘W,’ the Mini 

“W” blade shape 

creates higher 

durability, as a 

whole. Used 

widely for areas 

with high foot 

traffic, the Mini W 

blade is ideal for 

any playgrounds, 

sports field or 

landscape.

“M” Shaped “M” Shaped “M” Shaped “M” Shaped 
FiberFiberFiberFiber

The “M” shaped 

blade creates 

more durability 

making the turf 

ideal for heavy 

foot traffic. Used 

primarily for areas 

that experience 

high amounts of 

foot traffic, the “M” 

blade is great for 

landscapes with 

high amounts of 

foot traffic.

Got questions, or want a free sample? h
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